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2015, the year that witnessed, battlefield 4, left us with a legacy that will be hard to match. we have
this battlefield of the past to call back to, i think we missed quite a few things there, but there is this
game that still lives on, that has survived through the years, i think. far cry 2 is an open world game
that was released on the consoles of the time of the original far cry. it offered a pretty complete
experience at that time, with the only big drawback of the game being console at that time. heavy
rain is a very good example of good storytelling, and a big part of it is the story, so when it came to
audio, there was no doubt that it had to be as awesome as the game itself. when we were introduced
to heavy rain, we knew it was something that we could build a video course around, so we did. we
were really lucky with the things that we saw from heavy rain, and were extremely impressed with
the game itself. this is the first video we made for it, and its one of the only videos of this kind weve
made. ive only played the first god of war, but i saw that it was something that i could build a video
course around, so i did. i was quite impressed by the game and with our track record, i thought it
would be a good video. this is a big step for amd as this marks the first time the company has
released a discrete graphics card that doesnt use its vega architecture. instead, the rx 590 will use
its polaris architecture, which is a modified version of its previous polaris architecture, and it is a
significant step for amd as it will allow the company to re-enter the discrete graphics card market
without compromising on performance and core efficiency, which are key features for the rx 590.
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i will test the cards at stock speeds and see where they fall in comparison to the 8gb/6gb/4gb
versions of the 600mhz+ rx 590 and the 3gb/2gb rx 580 and 4gb rx 580. the results will be

compared to the hd 7870 and gtx 970 at the same 4k 2800x1440 resolutions -- with a few games to
show off the differences in graphical performance. the tests will be on: cinebench opengl, opengl

frequency average, cinebench r15 with v-sync off, cinebench 11.1.1 high cinebench opengl, opengl
frequency average, cinebench 11.1 high with v-sync off cinebench opengl, opengl frequency

average, cinebench 11.1 high with v-sync on raiden compute benchmark raiden ray tracing fluxx
originally going to run cinebench r15 at the reference clocks of 11.25 ghz, but with the rx 580 4gb

clocking at 700 mhz i felt to test the 4gb 600mhz+ might be interesting to see how they compare to
the 4gb rx 580. for decades, nintendo was considered to be the king of video game consoles. but,

nintendo has been known to mess up a bit here and there. anyone that still remembers the
gamecube or the wii u, then you know what i mean. there are some great nintendo games in the wii
u's line of wii u's which we covered here . one of them was mario kart 8 deluxe which is as nintendo
as you can get, so if you are looking to buy a nintendo console, buy the nintendo switch because of
its great portability , excellent marketing, and in terms of online play, some of the best features of

any console being a network based online service . anyway, i brought up the wii u because i wanted
to highlight the value of buying a nintendo console, or even more so, nintendo handhelds.

unfortunately, nintendo has had some pretty bad years with its handhelds. i mean nintendo was
never known for its quality, but there are a few gems in nintendo's past. lets take a look at their past

5 years of what they have been up to: 5ec8ef588b
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